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1 Introduction

NFDI4Objects (N4O) represents a broad community dealing with material remains of
human history from around 3 million years and involves numerous disciplines from the
humanities, cultural studies and natural sciences with an archaeological and historical
focus [1]. The objects examined include potsherds of common ware, artworks such
as sculptures or jewellery, serially produced objects such as coins, organic remains
such as wood, bones or pollen, inscribed clay tablets, papyri and stones, architectural
remains, as well as human-modified landscapes. Modern research materials such as
plaster casts, analogue photographs and drawings, archival documents, books and raw
digital data are equally relevant.

2 Object biographies as challenges for RDM

Objects are in multiple relationships in terms of both their materiality and the actors,
spaces and times associated with them. Within these networks, they are not static but
are subject to change, which imbuse them with individual biographies that can only
partially be understood and reconstructed. Objects can appear in different contexts:
the production by specific actors, the primary or secondary use in, for example, reli-
gious, military or sepulchral settings, their place of discovery as the physical context
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set against their reception in the modern collection, mediation and research environ-
ments. Objects are constantly changing through use, decay and restoration. In the
course of an excavation, their context is often irreversibly destroyed. In collections, the
objects are often recombined and rearranged and reinterpreted according to chang-
ing research paradigms. The information about their find circumstances, preservation
conditions and other contexts are decisive for their interpretation.

The NFDI4Objects’ four-fold central task includes: a) comprehending the representa-
tions of these physical, three-dimensional objects as research data, b) relating them to
the respective fluctuating contexts, c) transforming them adequately into digital space,
and d) curating them according to subject-specific requirements. This involves over-
coming various media breaks. Language, texts and images offer opportunities to bridge
the media transfer. Machine-readable interfaces using community standards also en-
able computer-aided use. However, many uncertainties remain, often not sufficiently
considered in the digital space. The digital FDM of objects opens up the potential
for digital exploration of an object’s diverse stories and meanings and for establishing
further links.

This paper demonstrates the scope and vision of N4O and the challenges of an
object-related RDM, exemplified by an object group of ancient pottery (African Red
Slip Ware). It also addresses the questions and structures of further development and
the transferability to other NFDI domains.

3 The African Red Slip Ware as Paradigm

An example of such archaeological objects is the African Red Slip Ware pottery (ARS),
a category of fine ware produced in the Roman Imperial period [2], [3] (Figure 1). A
feature of ARS is its applied relief decoration, which displays, e.g., mythological, Old
and New Testament motifs, circus, arena and hunting scenes [4]. Thus, ARS is one
indicator of exchange processes in the Roman empire.

Figure 1. (Left) O.39675 ”bowl with man and woman”; (right) Various ARS objects of the LEIZA
collection. [left: object LEIZA, photo: Lübke & Wiedemann, Leonberg; left: CC BY-SA
4.0 ARS3D Project / i3mainz / LEIZA, published in [5]]

All German ARS collections comprise numerous objects originating from private col-
lections or were acquired on the art market before the KultGüRückG (Act on the Return
of Cultural Property) was implemented in 2007 [6]–[8]. Thus the acquisition history in-
evitably tackles ethical issues, thus being related to the CARE principles. This requires
a historical investigation of the provenance and a critical debate about this research
data [9].
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Figure 2. Rubbing of a decorated Samian (Terra Sigillata) vessel, made in La Graufesenque,
100-120 AD, decorated by the potter L. Cosius. [Geoffrey Dannell and Allard W.
Mees, CC BY 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons]

Figure 3. Examples for representations of Hercules (B) [10, p.702] and Victoria (N) [10, p.719]
on Roman terra sigillata, reproduced with permission from Sophie zu Löwenstein,
published in [10] and [11].

The previous practice of recording ARS pottery and its decoration involved pho-
tographs and drawings in analogue publications [4] (Figures 2 , 3). However, for re-
production and comparison of the appliqués and their figure types, this method is not
entirely suitable, for it does not allow for an accurate recording of the plasticity of the
objects. The lack of standardised assignments for figure types also hampers the com-
parison. For the current research, structured, machine-readable data enriched with
specialised information is required to reflect the complexity of the object’s information
fabric. In a recent paper, a workflow for innovative, comprehensible and sustainable
FAIR data access for this material has been developed [9]. The results and methods
are being taken up and further developed in N4O and some overlapping consortia such
as NFDI4Culture (N4C).
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Figure 4. Data acquisition. [CC BY-SA 4.0 ARS3D project / i3mainz / LEIZA, published in [5]]

Figure 5. (Schematic illustration of the ARS3D semantic modelling approach. Objects, fea-
tures, observations and interpretations are modelled based on CIDOC CRM and its
extensions (Observation Modelling Scheme, containing visual items, activities and
conditions). [Florian Thiery, CC BY 4.0, published in [9]]
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Figure 6. (Left) Appliqués applied to vessel O.41260; (right) patrix impression in a mould in
order to create the appliqué on O.41418 [ARS3D Project/i3mainz/RGZM, CC BY-SA
4.0, via Wikimedia Commons]

Figure 7. Wikidata query service: Iconographic items of the ars3d project. [Wikimedia Com-
munity, CCO, Public Domain]

The FAIRification workflow as a use-case consists of three steps to enable digital
research, e.g. comparisons of appliqués on ARS [5], [9]:

1. Geometric capturing [5], [9], [12] by standardised 3D digitalisation workflows, e.g.
using a structured light projection scanner and a camera to compute a textured
model (Figure 4); this is addressed by N4O TA1 for Documentation and N4C.
This process is accompanied by documenting the 3D capturing and processing
metadata in an ontology [13].

2. Semantic (meta) data modelling (Figure 5) by community standards, ontologies
(e.g., CIDOC CRM, PROV-O) and controlled vocabularies [9]. This enables an-
notating archaeological features in 3D models and referencing (e.g. the motifs on
the ARS vessels) with links to IconClass, Getty AAT and Wikidata. These issues
are addressed in N4O TA2 for Collecting and in N4C where similarities to the
Kompakkt 3D-Web-Viewer exist, allowing for semantic enrichment of 3D-models
by annotating them with Wikibase links.
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3. The visualisation and publication of the semantically enhanced 3D models by
web tools such as 3DHOP (Figure 6) and Linked Open Data [5], [9], [11], [14].
To enable the engagement of Citizen Scientists, this data is also integrated and
published in Wikidata [15], [16] (Figure 7), as well as in iDAI.objects, to provide
long-term availability. These tasks are addressed within N4O TA5 for Storage,
Access and Dissemination, as well as in N4C.

4 From the Use Case to the NFDI

This exemplary workflow can be easily adapted to (1) other object groups and mate-
rials, e.g. semantic modelling of iconography in numismatics, (2) other contexts, e.g.
highly precise documentation of excavations and surveys by using controlled vocab-
ularies, (3) other data qualification methods, e.g. authority data enrichments for ar-
chaeobotanical samples (Arbodat), (4) enrichment of object data by Wikidata, as well
as the integration of data into the Community Hub (semantic up-/downlift), (5) provision
and modelling of material groups with ethical issues by applying the CARE principles,
and (6) usage of the N4O infrastructure, e.g. iDAI.world, DANTE or archaeology.link.
This workflow for and approaches to achieving and providing FAIR data suit the im-
plementation in other NFDI domains, especially in the fields of controlled vocabularies
such as ontologies and thesauri, as well as metadata and community standards.
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